ADVANCED SMILE MAKEOVER

Date: - 27th March 2020
Pre-conference Course – 004

DR. MOHAN B

Abstract: Smile has become an integral part of everybody’s life. The patient expectations has been escalating these days due to the social awareness and the role of social media. To fulfill the expectations of the patients it is mandatory that we as Dentist are often updated with the current trends in material science and techniques. There are lot of changes happening in our field especially in the recent past. The concept in Dentistry today is Biologically driven and minimally invasive. Most of our restorative work revolves with bonded restorations. This has made smile makeovers common in our day to day practice these days. Today’s Cosmetic Dentistry revolves around minimal prep Dentistry and unnecessary reduction of tooth structure in not warranted. Composite resin restoration are very tooth friendly, since they require only minimal tooth prep. Keeping the final outcome in mind and then formulating the treatment plan is the key to success. In that sense composite do have a major role in many of our smile make over cases. Also, today Glass ceramics can do magic in creating great smiles. The main success in creating smiles with ceramics lies in correct case section, tooth preparation and cementation. The role of the ceramist is of great importance and needless to mention the role of lab combination. This presentation will take through the various practical secrets of creating happy and lasting smiles with ceramics.

Schedule
10 AM to 12:30 PM lecture
12:30PM to 1 PM lunch
1 PM to 2 PM demo of laminate prep
2 PM to 4 PM Hands on

Venue: KLE VKIDS

Registration amount: INR. 3000
Capacity - 15

Incharge: Dr. Vaidehi Godbole
Contact Number:- 9922507391

*Each Participant needs to bring:
Color pencils